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You think this is as good as it gets, It gets better.
Think this is as high as it gets, It gets redder.
Think this is as good as it gets, It gets better.
Think this is as high as it gets.
ThatÂ’s right basically you see the best is yet to come,
we release the drum,
When you sub come you get numb, let the intro run,
prepare the snare its more fun
Cos it's just begun and this part, Its part one!

Cos its high tide, represent, represent the raw side
Jump straight off the balcony then dance straight thru
the floor sign
Can't hide, this one is made from shots (?) is not the
more sky (?)
Already was an anthem now weÂ’ve doubled in this
lime light
Fire fight, somebody whoÂ’s not moving I donÂ’t mean
I
I can't swear we wont brake the stare and take you right
there.
So donÂ’t glare, get into it, bust it bring it right on, the
times on
And nobody can tell us that the times wrong.

chorus
Are you there?
Better believe it when I say, We'll be still rocking any
Rock, Now
I think its clearly that its rock and rollinÂ’
Its strictly right now.
Oh You
Better believe it when I say, We'll be still rocking any
Rock, Now
I think its clearly that its rock and rollinÂ’
Its strictly right now.

woman talking for a bit?

Something that you may not seen is that the star runs
in between
It's neither straight, it's neither lean.
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It's neither kind, it's neither mean.
Contain every single part, can be light it can be dark.
It can run straight from the start
And it can bust the dance apart
With a guaranteed lifter, Heavy back to the, Bring heat
get the
Triple sweat on you, Body back switching
Star roar riff in, See you jumping see you coming.
Guarantee it keeps running.

chorus - repeat till end
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